Ceiling Concealed Ducts
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E.S.P. Control
The BLDC motor and low noise fan means that air volume can be easily controlled by using the wired remote controller.
The BLDC motor can control the fan speed and air volume regardless of the external static pressure(E.S.P.)
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High Head Drain Pump
High head drain pump automatically drains water up to 700mm of drain-head height. It provides perfect solution for
water drainage.

Fixture
Drain pipe

Drain pipe slope (1/50~1/100)

450mm

High Head Drain Pump
700mm

Duct Type
Low Static
High
Static

Drain Pump

Standard
Inverter

Included

H-Inverter

Included

Standard
Inverter

Accessory
(ABDPG)

Flexible drain hose

300mm
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Ceiling Concealed Ducts
Two Thermistors Control
The indoor temperature can be checked using the thermistors in the remote controller as well as from the indoor unit. There may
be a significant difference between ceiling and floor air temperature. Two thermistors can optimise indoor air temperature for a
more comfortable environment.
Compares temperatures sensed from different positions,
and automatically selects the optimum temperature for users
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Operation for Multiple Rooms
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Variable E.S.P. with Low Noise (Low static duct only)
The E.S.P. of the new low static ducts can be easily controlled
by the wired remote controller(0~50Pa). It allows the external
static pressure to be finely tuned according to the application.
In addition, the noise levels have been reduced, in spite of the
increase in the maximum E.S.P.

Flexible Installation (Low static duct only)
The new low static duct allows you to choose the air intake direction.(Back or underneath) Conventional low static duct
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Easy Servicing and Maintenance (Low static duct only)
The drain pump is installed on the surface of the product, which is
detachable.
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and natural drainage.

Available for natural drainage
Detachable drain pump
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